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Dear Paul 

Boston Borough Council - Certification of claims and returns - annual report 
2017/18 

Public Sector Audit Appointments requires its external auditors to prepare an annual 
report on the claims and returns certified for each audited body. This letter is our annual 
report for the certification work we have undertaken for 2017/18. 

In 2017/18 we carried out certification work on only one claim or return, the Housing 
Benefit Subsidy claim. The certified value of the claim was £17 million, and we 
completed our work and certified the claim on 27 November 2018. 

Matters arising 

Our certification work on Housing Subsidy Benefit claim included:  

— agreeing standard rates, such as for allowances and benefit incomes, to the DWP 
Circular communicating the value of each rate for the year;  

— sample testing of benefit claims to confirm that the entitlement had been correctly 
calculated and was supported by appropriate evidence;  

— undertaking an analytical review of the claim form considering year-on-year 
variances and key ratios;  

— confirming that the subsidy claim had been prepared using the correct benefits 
system version; and  

— completing testing in relation to modified schemes payments, uncashed cheques 
and verifying the accurate completion of the claim form. 
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Our certification work identified a number of errors in the original claim. Where the error 
can be quantified by testing 100% of the population of potentially affected cases the 
claim can be amended. Where the population is too large for 100% testing to be 
practical we need to write a qualification letter to explain what we found. The errors we 
found and the way they were dealt with are set out below: 

Amendments to claim  

The cells that were amended where the original claim had been revised and where 
testing of 100% the population was carried out were in respect of Non HRA Rent 
Rebates, Rent Allowances and Modified Schemes and Uncashed cheques. The overall 
impact to the claim was a £2,683 increase in subsidy claimed.  

Qualification Letter  

We found a small number of errors in our Rent Allowances sample testing which we 
needed to report as the population were too large for 100% testing. They related to the 
following: 

- incorrect calculations of earnings; and 

- incorrect overpayment classification. 

Consequently we have made no recommendations to the Authority to improve its 
claims completion process. There were no recommendations made last year and there 
are no further matters to report to you regarding our certification work.  

Certification work fees 

Public Sector Audit Appointments set an indicative fee for our certification work in 
2017/18 of £9,767. Our actual fee was higher than the indicative fee (£11,762) which 
will be subject to PSAA approval, and this compares to the 2016/17 fee for this claim of 
£9,284. The reason for the increase is due to the additional time spent calculating the 
impact of errors within the workbooks, re-performing the 40+ workbooks and checking 
the amendments to the claim.  

Yours sincerely 

 

Andy Cardoza 
Engagement Lead
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This report is addressed to the Council and has been prepared for the sole use of the Council. We take no 
responsibility to any member of staff acting in their individual capacities, or to third parties.  We draw  your 
attention to the Statement of Responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies, w hich is available on Public  
Sector Audit Appointment’s w ebsite (w w w .psaa.co.uk). 

External auditors do not act as a substitute for the audited body’s ow n responsibility for putting in place 
proper arrangements to ensure that public business is conducted in accordance w ith the law  and proper  
standards, and that public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used economically , 
eff iciently and effectively. 

We are committed to providing you w ith a high quality service. If  you have any concerns or are dissatisf ied 
w ith any part of KPMG’s w ork, in the f irst instance you should contact John Cornett, the engagement lead 
to the Authority, w ho w ill try to resolve your complaint. If  you are dissatisf ied w ith your response please 
contact the national lead partner for all of KPMG’s w ork under our contract w ith Public Sector Audit 
Appointments Limited, Andrew  Sayers, by email to andrew .sayers@kpmg.co.uk. After this, if  you are still 
dissatisf ied w ith how  your complaint has been handled you can access PSAA’s complaints procedure by 
emailing generalenquiries@psaa.co.uk, by telephoning 020 7072 7445 or by w riting to Public Sector Audit 
Appointments Limited, 3rd Floor, Local Government House, Smith Square, London, SW1P 3HZ. 
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